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Abstract 1
Multicolor approaches are challenging for microbial flow cytometry; as flow cytome- 2
ters are mainly developed for biomedical applications, modern instruments contain more 3
detectors than needed. Some of these additional fluorescence detectors measure biologi- 4
cal information due to spectral overlap, yet the extent to which this information is relevant 5
for the identification of bacterial populations is ambiguous. In this paper we characterize 6
the usefulness of these additional detectors. We propose a data-driven detector selection 7
method to select the smallest subset of detectors that will optimally discriminate between 8
bacterial populations. Using a detector elimination strategy, we show that one or more de- 9
tectors can be removed without loss of resolving power. A number of additional detectors 10
are included in the final subset, which help to improve the identification of bacterial pop- 11
ulations. Experimental data were retrieved from two types of modern cytometers with dif- 12
ferent configurations. The method reveals a clear ordering of detector importances, which 13
depends on the instrument from which the data were retrieved. In addition we were able 14
to pinpoint unexpected behavior of SYBR Green I in the red spectrum. As the field of 15
microbial flow cytometry is maturing, these results motivate the construction of a different 16
kind of cytometric instruments for microbiologists, for which the number of detectors is 17
reduced, but tailored towards the characteristics of microbial experiments. 18
2
Introduction 19
Flow cytometry (FCM) is a well-established method for the analysis of microbial communi- 20
ties. Originally used as a tool to assess bacterial heterogeneity and viability [1], FCM has 21
shown its significance for both environmental applications and industrial setups [2,3]. In recent 22
literature, more and more emphasis is being placed on the study of synthetic microbial commu- 23
nities [4, 5]. Typically, these communities contain a lower amount of bacterial species. They 24
exhibit key features of their natural counterpart community, but are created and studied in a 25
highly-controlled environment. Therefore, they can serve as a proxy between microbial theo- 26
ries on the one hand and real natural communities on the other hand [6, 7]. Recently we have 27
been able to use so-called in silico communities to retrieve the composition of low-complexity 28
synthetic communities using FCM in combination with a machine learning based approach [8]. 29
This approach makes use of an in silico data-aggregation step, which allows us to benefit from 30
the availability of species labels and therefore enables the use of supervised machine learning 31
methods. As in silico communities have proven to be a valid stand-in for synthetic microbial 32
communities, they can be further exploited by adopting a data-driven approach in function of 33
research questions in the field of microbial FCM. 34
Microbial FCM suffers to a greater extent from technical and biological limitations as com- 35
pared to biomedical applications [9]. Staining bacteria is subject to a complex interplay between 36
dye chemistry, target organisms and staining conditions. For microbiological applications, the 37
diversity of bacterial species is challenging, as even closely related organisms are known to 38
possess varying physiological characteristics [10]. Therefore it is difficult to analyze bacteria 39
in a standardized way [11]. Additional complications arise due to cell sizes, which are much 40
smaller compared to mammalian cells [12–14]. This is why most microbial flow cytometry 41
experiments make use of one or two stains. One expects therefore that microbial FCM exper- 42
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iments result in three or four parametric data sets at best, containing forward and side scatter 43
information, combined with one or two fluorescence signals. Yet, driven by human research, 44
modern flow cytometers are equipped with more detectors [15], which is why more information 45
than often necessary is measured in current practices. This means that when applying microbial 46
FCM, some additional not-targeted fluorescence detectors measure leakage coming from the 47
targeted channel due to spectral overlap. This is often defined as cross-talk or spillover between 48
detectors. As this information is often neglected based on a theoretical point of view, most 49
researchers are interested in compensating for this effect in multicolor experiments [16–18]. 50
Some microbial procedures make use of a secondary detector for denoising purposes [19–21], 51
but little research has been devoted to an actual characterization of the relevance of these addi- 52
tional detectors. 53
The objective of this paper is to quantify the usefulness of all detectors on modern flow 54
cytometers. We propose a machine learning based detector elimination strategy which allows 55
us to objectively decide which detectors to retain and to quantify their importance in function 56
of bacterial identification. Our method initially considers all available detectors. Next, the 57
detector that has the lowest resolving power is incrementally removed. In an artificial way, 58
flow cytometric data is stripped sequentially from its least effective detectors. Our detector 59
elimination strategy was applied on data derived from two types of cytometers with different 60
specifications which analyzed biological replicates stained with SYBR Green I. 61
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Materials & Methods 62
Dataset description 63
FCM data of 20 individual bacterial cultures stained and analyzed with SYBR Green I (Invitro- 64
gen), as previously described in [8], were retrieved from FlowRepository (ID: FR-FCM-ZZSH). 65
In brief, samples were diluted to approximate cell densities of 106 cells mL−1 in 0.22 µm filtered 66
PBS (6.8 gL−1KH2PO4, 8.8 gL−1 K2HPO4 and 8.5 gL−1 NaCl) and stained with a final con- 67
centration of 1% (v/v) nucleic acid stain SYBR Green I (100x concentrate in 0.22 µm filtered 68
dimethyl sulfoxide). Samples were incubated for 20 minutes in the dark at 37 °C and immedi- 69
ately analyzed by means of an autoloader. All cultures were sampled after 24h of incubation. 70
The growth curves of each culture indicate that most cultures (n = 17) were in early-to-mid 71
stationary phase, while a few (n = 3) were still in the exponential or linear growth phase at the 72
time of sampling (SI Fig. 5). 73
The samples were analyzed by an Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) at 66 µL/min 74
and FL1-H threshold of 500. Prior to measurement, the performance of the Accuri C6 was 75
evaluated by analyzing eight peak rainbow particles (Spherotech, Lake Forest, IL, USA). The 76
performance check was passed if each bead population was located at its fixed position and 77
displayed a coefficient of variation on its specific fluorescence channels of < 5%. Samples 78
were analyzed in fixed volume mode (50 µL per sample) after 20 minutes incubation in the 79
dark to ensure the reproducibility of the staining protocol. Biological replicates were analyzed 80
on a FACSVerse flow cytometer at 60 µL/min for a maximum of 1 minute (BD Biosciences) 81
(FlowRepository ID: FR-FCM-ZY6M); see Tab. 1 for an overview of the detector setup for both 82
instruments, along with an estimation of the theoretical filter leakage due to spectral overlap for 83
SYBR Green I. The performance of the FACSVerse was verified by the FACSuiteTM software 84
performance quality check using CS&T research beads (BD Biosciences). The quality check 85
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compares the flow cytometry data of CS&T research beads with the previous recorded bead 86
data. Significant deviations from the bead parameter values at the detector and laser parameters 87
predefined for this specific experiment would cause the quality check to fail. For a full technical 88
overview we refer to the manuals [22, 23]. 89
Instrumental and (in)organic noise were removed using a reproducible digital gating strategy 90
in the arcsinh(x) transformed FL1 – FL3 (or FITC – PerCP-Cy5.5 equivalent) bivariate space 91
[19,20]. This filtering strategy was verified by negative controls (non-stained samples) and kept 92
fixed for all samples of the same individual culture. Results of the denoising can be found in 93
the supplementary information (SI Fig. 6) for the FACSVerse data; for the Accuri C6 they can 94
be consulted in [8]. An additional stringent three-step data-driven denoising was applied on 95
the filtered data in order to remove cells for which there was erroneous parameter acquisition 96
using the automated flowAI package (v1.4.4., default settings, target channel = FL1 or FITC, 97
changepoint detection penalty for Accuri = 150, for FACSVerse = 200) [24]. In short, flowAI 98
removes anomalous events in function of three stability criteria: (1) the flow rate, expressed 99
by the number of cells per unit of time, (2) signal acquisition, defined by a stable average 100
fluorescence intensity per unit of time and (3) the dynamic range, removing margin events that 101
lie higher than the dynamic range of a flow cytometer and that are therefore accumulated in the 102
last channel of the dynamic range. 103
In silico communities 104
We created in silico communities to employ our detector elimination strategy. This means 105
that communities were created artificially by aggregating data coming from bacterial cultures, 106
which were measured individually. These in silico communities have proven to be a valid 107
representation of synthetic microbial communities [8]. Our in silico approach benefits from two 108
advantages: we are able to evaluate our strategy on a great amount of possible communities, an 109
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amount which is much larger than is feasible in the lab. This enables us to draw more general 110
conclusions. Second, we are able to exploit the labels of bacterial single cells, which enables 111
to use supervised machine learning methods to identify single cells. This allows us to capture 112
relations between variables, in this case detectors, which unsupervised statistical models are not 113
able to. 114
In silico communities were created for various species richness S, i.e., the number of bac- 115
terial populations present in a community. For S = 2 and S = 18 all possible community 116
compositions at the species level were evaluated, which is 190. Communities were also created 117
for S = 6, 10 or 14, for which 190 different bacterial compositions were drawn at random. Per 118
replicate we sampled 5,000 cells, adding 2,500 cells to a training and test set respectively. As 119
we have two replicates per individual culture at our disposal, the number of cellsN in a training 120
and test set equals 5,000 cells times the number of bacterial populations present. The same 121
community compositions were evaluated for the two types of datasets. 122
Random Forest classifier 123
We used a Random Forest classifier in order to classify bacterial single cells [26]. The Random 124
Forest algorithm is an ensemble method, which uses a decision tree as base classifier. It makes 125
use of two kinds of randomization in order to reduce the variance of the predicted output. 126
First, it fits a fully grown decision tree to n = 200 bootstrap samples. Second, a decision tree 127
only gets to choose from a random subset of a total of K variables at every split. Our choice 128
for the algorithm is motivated by the fact that Random Forests have shown to be a reliable 129
method to retrieve the community composition of a synthetic community [8]. It belongs to 130
the top-performing ‘off-the-shelf’ classifiers [27] and is an established method in the field of 131
computational biology [28]. Moreover, it inherits a number of favorable properties of decision 132
trees, such as the fact that decision trees are insensitive to transformations of the data and that 133
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it is able to handle multiclass datasets in a natural way. Usually, the Random Forest classifier 134
does not suffer from correlated variables. There was no need to tune its hyperparameter K 135
(SI Fig. 7), which is why we used the preset
√
K, along with default settings. Therefore 136
computational costs remain low while achieving a high performance. The identification of 137
bacterial populations was evaluated in terms of the accuracy, which expresses the fraction of 138
cells that were classified correctly. The machine learning library scikit-learn (v0.18) was used 139
to perform the analysis [29]. 140
Detector elimination strategy 141
The goal of this paper is to investigate how many detectors can be eliminated while retaining 142
an optimal performance concerning the identification of a bacterial community. In order to 143
be able to incorporate higher-order interactions between detectors, we implemented a wrapper 144
method, using a backward stepwise elimination strategy [30]. This means that an analysis was 145
started with the incorporation of all detectors. Next, the detector which gave the smallest drop in 146
bacterial identification accuracy was removed from the dataset in an incremental fashion, until 147
there was one detector left. This approach implies that all parameters from a single detector 148
were used, i.e. both the area, height and for the FACSVerse the width parameter. The longer a 149
detector is retained in the analysis, the more important it is considered to be. A formal scheme 150
of the elimination strategy can be found in Algorithm 1. 151
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Results 152
Mutual variable correlations 153
Staining bacteria with SYBR Green I targets the FL1- and FITC-detector for the Accuri C6 154
and FACSVerse respectively. Based on the theoretical estimated filter leakage, one expects one 155
(Accuri C6) or five (FACSVerse) detectors to measure additional information due to cross-talk 156
(Tab. 1). Mutual variable dependencies, in terms of the pearson correlation ρ, were calculated 157
in order to quantify the actual amount of additional information that is measured by both cy- 158
tometers. In this way we were able to assess to what extent secondary signals were correlated 159
with the target detector based on experimental values. This was done for all samples (n = 40 160
for each instrument) and averaged using a Fisher transformation (Fig. 1). 161
This preliminary analysis illustrates that actual variable dependencies only partially com- 162
ply with dependencies based on theoretically estimated cross-talk. Inspecting the Accuri C6 163
cytometer, we see that all secondary fluorescence detectors were significantly correlated to the 164
target detector ( i.e., significantly correlated with at least one channel area, height or width of the 165
target fluorescence detector, ρ > 0.41, P < 0.01, using a one sided Z-test), especially the FL2 166
and FL3 detectors. This was unanticipated, as only FL2 was expected to measure information 167
Algorithm 1: Detector elimination scheme
input : training set, test set, list of detectors D = {d1, ..., dD};
output: ranking of detectors R;
calculate performance RandomForestClassifier(train, test, D);
while |D| > 0 do
for d ∈ D do
D′ ← remove d from D;
calculate performance RandomForestClassifier(train, test, D′);
D ← remove detector dl with lowest resolving power from D;
update R;
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due to spectral overlap. For the FACSVerse cytometer, four out of five expected fluorescence 168
detectors detectors showed significant correlations to the target detector (ρ > 0.41, P < 0.01, 169
using a one sided Z-test), the exception being the V450-detector. In general, we note that ex- 170
perimental cross-talk did not match with what was expected from theoretical estimations for 171
SYBR Green I. 172
Single detector identification performance 173
First, bacterial populations were identified feeding information coming from a single detector 174
only to the Random Forest algorithm (Fig. 2, SI Fig. 8). Doing so allows one to compare 175
detectors directly and to fully assess the resolving power a single detector is able to capture. 176
Secondary fluorescence detectors that were significantly correlated to the target detector 177
were able to identify bacterial populations better than random guessing (ρ > 0.41, P < 0.01, 178
using a one sided Z-test). The secondary detector which is closest to the target detector was 179
able to identify bacterial single cells with an equivalent resolving power. Although a higher 180
correlation generally gave rise to a higher identification capacity, this ranking was not strict 181
(the exception being the V500-detector). We conclude that secondary detectors that captured 182
cross-talk can be used for the identification of bacterial cells. 183
Both forward and side scatter detectors of the FACSVerse cytometer are able to distinguish 184
bacterial single cells with equivalent accuracy as the target fluorescence detector. This is not 185
the case for the Accuri C6 scatter detectors, for which especially the side scatter is less infor- 186
mative. We would like to highlight that the scatters have a different technical setup compared 187
to the fluorescence detectors of the latter. The FACSVerse side scatters contain photomultiplier 188
tubes (PMTs) for all its detectors, which can increase the signal up to 107 electrons per pho- 189
ton. Additionaly, the FACSVerse is equipped with a bandpass filter in front of the PMT, which 190
will discriminate frequencies and denoise the incoming signal [23]. This is not the case for the 191
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Accuri C6 scatter detectors, which contain diodes that do not enhance the signal [22]. In addi- 192
tion, we note that the FACSVerse instrument benefits from an improved optical bench opposed 193
to the Accuri C6 in order to reduce the loss of signal intensity, yet resolving power based on 194
fluorescence information was comparable. 195
Detector elimination and importance quantification 196
Our objective was to reduce the set of detectors as much as possible while retaining an opti- 197
mal identification of bacterial populations. In order to do so a backward detector elimination 198
strategy was employed (see Algorithm 1). In this way, flow cytometric data were artificially 199
stripped, removing the least informative detector at every step of the analysis. As this strategy 200
allowed for higher-order dependencies between detectors, it quantified the extent to which the 201
full combination of scatter, target and secondary detectors could be used to identify bacterial 202
cells. The detector elimination strategy was applied on 190 bacterial in silico communities for 203
a species richness S = 2, 6, 10, 14 and 18 (Fig. 3). 204
It is expected to capture most important information in three detectors, i.e., two scatter detec- 205
tors and one target fluorescence detector. In practice, the decline in performance started earlier 206
than expected but only gradually; it became more substantial towards the end of the elimination 207
scheme. In other words, a combination of the three best performing detectors resulted in a near 208
optimal identification, but additional secondary detectors that captured cross-talk were part of 209
the best performing subset. For the Accuri C6, at least one detector could be removed before 210
a drop of more than 1% in performance was registered, for the FACSVerse this was at least 211
five. This means that the reduced subset contained at most five detectors for both cytometers 212
to optimally discriminate between bacterial populations. Fewer detectors were needed for a 213
low S as opposed to a higher S. The FACSVerse was able to deliver a better discrimination 214
between bacterial populations opposed to data coming from the Accuri C6 (see SI Fig. 9 for 215
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a full overview), however, further standardization of the the experimental procedure including 216
technical replicates is needed in order to make a conclusive comparison. 217
The longer a detector is retained in the elimination scheme for the identification of a bac- 218
terial population, the more important it is considered to be. Its importance could therefore 219
be quantified by calculating its average rank for all in silico communities under consideration 220
(Fig. 4). This allowed to inspect the set of detectors which resulted in an optimal identification. 221
Moreover, as we have a large amount of in silico communities at our disposal, we could inves- 222
tigate whether the experimental procedure gave rise to a robust ranking of detectors or whether 223
the importance of detectors depended on the microbial community at hand. 224
A general structure could be determined based on the detector ranking for both instruments. 225
We were able to establish a general subset of detectors that allowed us to analyze a micro- 226
bial community with adequate precision. The ranking varied slightly for increasing commu- 227
nity complexity, however, and more importantly, the variability in detector-ranking dropped 228
accordingly. This means that the ranking of detectors became more robust when the number of 229
bacterial populations present in a community increased. 230
For the Accuri C6, the FL1-, FL2- and FSC-detectors could be considered as the most im- 231
portant ones, with FL1 being preferred for communities containing a lower amount of bacterial 232
populations, and vice versa for the FL2-detector. This means that the performance did not de- 233
teriorate when FL4 was dropped out of the analysis; it only deteriorated marginally when SSC 234
was dropped. It is useful to include the FSC-detector, despite the fact that its single detector 235
performance was considerably lower than that of either a targeted or secondary fluorescence 236
detector, which highlights the resolving power of the combination of scatter and fluorescence 237
information. 238
For the FACSVerse we note that the three most important detectors were the FSC-, SSC- and 239
FITC-detectors, which was the set of detectors to be expected. This means that the resolving 240
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power of the scatter detectors influenced the outcome of the detector selection method consid- 241
erably. In this case, both scatter detectors were placed in the top of the ranking, giving less 242
importance to secondary detectors. Secondary detectors which measured cross-talk received an 243
intermediary rank, although there was no order according to their estimated filter leakage or the 244
mutual pearson correlation (see for example the PE-detector, which is not ranked in the top 5, 245
but is the secondary detector for which most spillover was expected and measured). Detectors 246
for which no filter leakage was expected and no mutual correlation was measured were placed 247
last in the ranking. 248
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Discussion 249
Biological and technical restrictions impact the use of FCM for microbial experiments. Mul- 250
ticolor approaches are difficult and therefore in many experiments limited to double staining. 251
This means that modern instruments, as they contain more detectors than possible stains, mea- 252
sure more information than needed. Therefore, a considerable amount of fluorescence detectors 253
only measure information due to cross-talk, however, knowledge is lacking concerning the re- 254
solving power of this additional information. We proposed a robust detector elimination strategy 255
to evaluate in an objective way which detectors can be removed without loss of bacterial identi- 256
fication accuracy. This allowed us to characterize the importance of a detector and at the same 257
time distinguish unexpected spectral behavior of SYBR Green I. 258
Summarizing our results, we can state that our microbial FCM analysis did not need all the 259
detectors that are present on modern instruments. As expected, target fluorescence information 260
combined with scatter information resulted in a near-optimal identification of bacterial commu- 261
nities. Secondary detectors gave rise to correlated information when cross-talk was measured, 262
which could be used to boost the identification of a bacterial community. This is a known prop- 263
erty of correlated non-redundant variables [31]. However, the improvement was limited, and 264
the incorporation of one or two of these secondary detectors was sufficient. The effect became 265
more prominent when the complexity of the community was increased. SYBR Green I gave 266
rise to a much stronger signal in the red spectrum than was anticipated, which was reflected 267
both in mutual variable correlations and the importance that is given to detectors that capture 268
information in the red spectrum. 269
The importance ranking of detectors was robust in function of the composition of microbial 270
communities, which increased for communities containing more species. Both identification 271
performance and detector importance differed considerably for data retrieved from the two in- 272
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struments, although the same methodology was applied. Scatter detectors of the FACSVerse 273
resulted in a higher-resolving power than the ones of the Accuri C6. This can possibly be at- 274
tributed to a different technical configuration of detectors, which differs between instruments 275
for the scatter detectors but not for the fluorescence ones. However, further standardization of 276
the experimental procedures is needed to be able to make this statement fully conclusive, for 277
which technical replicates are needed instead of biological replicates. Note that the subset of 278
detectors and detector ranking is subject to the interplay of the technical configuration of the 279
instrument, the chemical properties of the staining in combination with the species that it is 280
used for and the computational method that is employed. 281
Our method can be used to characterize the behavior of stains and the functionality of detec- 282
tors in an independent and objective way. The creation of in silico communities, i.e. aggregating 283
data coming from individual cultures, has proven to be effective, as the availability of species 284
labels allows us to employ supervised machine learning methods. This approach has been used 285
in the past to analyze the influence of various staining cocktails [32], or to analyze the influence 286
of improved scatter information [33], albeit at a preliminary stage. As computational and tech- 287
nical resources have increased since then, this approach can now be fully exploited, for which 288
our detector selection strategy is an example. 289
Driven by the focus on human cells [34], current instruments in FCM contain an increased 290
number of fluorescence detectors [35], which is why modern instruments contain more lasers 291
and detectors than necessary for microbial FCM. Our results motivate a shift in instrumental de- 292
velopment, tailored towards specifics of microbial experiments. This shift implies the construc- 293
tion of instruments with fewer detectors and lasers, but of sufficient quality to detect smaller 294
particles. These stripped instruments would reduce economical costs, which is still known to 295
be a barrier for the field of microbiology. At the same time it will allow microbiologists to fully 296
employ the strength of flow cytometry for their anticipated applications. This shift has initiated, 297
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see for example [36–38], but is yet to be fully exploited. As the fields of dye chemistry, cytom- 298
etry and machine learning have matured since then, we encourage a data-driven approach for 299
future model and experimental procedure development. 300
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Cytometer Detector Wavelength/bandwidth Estimated filter leakage
Accuri C6 Laser: 488 nm
FL1 530/30 nm 43.4%
FL2 585/40 nm 0.4%
Parameters: FL3 670 nm LP -
Area/Height FSC/SSC
Laser: 640 nm
FL4 675/25 nm -
FACSVerse Laser: 488 nm
FITC 527/32 nm 46.4%
PE 586/42 nm 0.3%
Parameters: PerCP-Cy5.5 700/54 nm 0.3%
Area/Width/Height PE-Cy7 783/56 1.6%
FSC/SSC
Laser: 633 nm
APC 660/10 nm -
APC-Cy7 783/56 nm -
Laser: 405 nm
V450 448/45 nm 4.9%
V500 528/45 nm 30.5%
Table 1: Detector setup of the Accuri C6 and FACSVerse; the target fluorescence detector is
bolded. The estimated filter leakage is based on the BD Fluorescence Spectrum Viewer [25].
Note that this amount is not the same percentage used when applying compensation.
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Figure 1: Average mutual pearson correlation ρ between all variables for the Accuri C6 and
FACSVerse. Correlations were averaged over all individual bacterial cultures and replicate
samples using a Fisher transformation; this means that ρ was calculated for n = 40 samples for
both instruments.
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Figure 2: Single detector identification accuracies are visualized, along with the secondary
detector for which the highest amount of cross-talk was expected based on the estimated filter
leakage (see Tab. 1). The accuracy for a single detector was calculated for three different
community sizes (S = 2, 6, 10), for which 190 in silico communities were created for both
types of instruments. The box displays the 25% and 75% quartiles of the identification accuracy,
while the whiskers show the full range of the accuracy, except for outliers in function of the
interquartile range. The dashed line represents the identification accuracy in case of random
guessing. A full overview can be found in SI Fig. 8.
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Figure 3: Average accuracies with standard deviations (SD) for 190 in silico communities
resulting from the backward detector elimination strategy for the Accuri C6 and FACSVerse
respectively. For S = 2 and 18, all possible community compositions were analyzed; for
S = 6, 10 and 14, in silico communities were created at random, however, the same community
compositions were created for both data sets. We used the Random Forest algorithm to predict
the label of a bacterial single-cell, evaluated in terms of the accuracy. In order to quantify the
removal of a detector, the accuracy was averaged for every S. The marker is visualized if the
elimination of a certain detector resulted in a drop of more than 1% in terms of the average
accuracy.
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Figure 4: Quantification of the importance of detectors based on the ranking of the detector
elimination strategy. To do so the average rank for a detector was determined for all in silico
communities for varying species richness. A detector is considered important when its rank is
low. Additionally, 95% confidence intervals were calculated based on 1,000 bootstrap samples.
Detectors were aligned according to their total average rank, from left to right.
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Figure 5: Growth curves based on optical density (OD) curves in function of time for all studied
individual bacterial species. Cultures were sampled after 24h of incubation. It can be seen that
17 species are in early-to-mid stationary phase, 3 still were in linear or exponential growth
phase.
Supplementary Information 415
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Figure 6: Visualization of the gating strategy for 20 individiual bacterial cultures using the
FITC-A – PerCP-Cy5.5-A arcsinh(x) transformed bivariate space. Data were denoised from
(in)organic noise based on a reproducible digital gating strategy and was adjusted for each
culture.
28
Figure 7: Comparison of twenty in silico communities for S = 10, identified with either an
optimally selected amount of variables using 10-fold cross-validation (10CV) or with an op-
timally selected subset of detectors following a detector elimination strategy which does not
incorporate cross-validation, but uses the preset
√
K for the Random Forest algorithm. The box
displays the 25% and 75% quartiles of the acquired accuracies, the whiskers show the full range
of the acquired accuracies.
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Figure 9: Resolving power in function of bacterial identification of both the Accuri C6 and
FACSVerse for various S. Each boxplot contains the accuracy for 190 in silico communities,
displaying the 25% and 75% quartiles of the dataset, while the whiskers show the full range of
the dataset. Outliers are visualized using the interquartile range.
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